DSM SYSTEMS - FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

DSM – what does the M stand for?
M stands for:
• Music
• Movies & TV
• Mobile
• Multi-source
• Multi-room
• Multi-user

What Systems are available?
• Klimax DSM System: Klimax DSM and Klimax 350A loudspeakers
• Akurate DSM System: Akurate DSM, Akurate 2200 Power Amp and Akurate 242 loudspeakers
• Majik DSM System: Majik DSM and Majik 109 loudspeakers
  The Majik DSM is the existing Majik DS-I. We are re-naming the existing Majik DS-I to bring it into line with our DSM Systems.

What are the main use cases for DSM Systems?
• **Music**: from MP3 to Studio Master, DSM Systems are best for music.

• **Movies & TV**: connect a Blu-ray player, DVD player, set-top box or TV and hear the difference Linn makes to your viewing pleasure.

• **Multi-source**: as well as digital and analogue inputs, the network input lets you experience any computer-based music, wired or wireless, at Linn quality. From iTunes to Spotify, from iPlayer to YouTube, internet radio and streamed concerts; thanks to Songcast, anything you listen to on a PC or Mac can be enjoyed through a DSM System.

• **Mobile**: imagine a friend comes to the house and wants to play their music collection from their mobile - they can send music straight from their phone or tablet to the DSM System.

• **Multiroom**: because DSM Systems are designed with multiroom in mind, anything that’s playing on a DSM System can be listened to in any other room of the house using Songcast.

• **Multi-user**: Linn’s open networked approach means DSM Systems are multi-user systems for the whole household, allowing for shared or separate music libraries, any combination of control interface, and for independent or simultaneous listening throughout the home.

Will there be a software upgrade for the existing range of Linn DS players, for Computer, Cloud and Phone use cases?
Yes. A software upgrade will be released in the normal manner and all current Linn DS owners will benefit.
What are the product specifications?

**Klimax DSM** player connections: 1 pair balanced in (XLR), 1 pair balanced out (XLR), 1 pair unbalanced out (RCA), 1 ethernet, 2 Toslink in, 2 SPDIF in, 3 HDMI in, 1 HDMI out

**Akurate DSM** player connections: 1 pair Balanced in (XLR), 1 pair Balanced out (XLR), 2 pairs Unbalanced in (RCA), with 1 configurable as a phono stage (MC as standard), 2 pairs Unbalanced out (RCA), 1 ethernet, 3 Toslink in, 1 Toslink out, 3 SPDIF in, 1 SPDIF out, 4 HDMI in, 1 HDMI out, Front panel Headphone socket, Front panel Aux input

**Majik DSM** player connections: exactly the same as the existing Majik DS-I

*Back panel images are at the end of this document*

What finishes are available?
DSM players are available in black and silver.

Will existing DS players be discontinued?
Klimax, Akurate and Majik DS are the ideal products for HiFi enthusiasts seeking more information from their digital source. With the new range of DSM Systems, Linn is making a clear distinction between simple living room systems and separate, component-based listening rooms.

Sneaky and Sekrit will also remain as they are.

What about multi-channel?
You can send front left and right channels to the DSM Systems. Other channels can be processed through a non-Linn A/V receiver, then passed on to Linn amps and speakers.

What about my Android phone?
Today, some Android phones and apps support streaming to Linn DS, but there is no Android standard for over-the-air streaming without installing any additional app.
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